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Abstract 

This thesis is aiming at coolability assessment of particulate debris beds 
formed in hypothetical severe accidents of Nordic boiling water reactors 
(BWRs) which may employ either lower drywell flooding or control rod 
guide tubes (CRGT) cooling as severe accident management strategies. 
For this purpose, quench and cooling limit (dryout) of debris beds after 
their formation from fuel coolant interactions were investigated by 
numerical simulations using the MEWA code. The thesis works consist of 
four following tasks: (i) validations of the computational tool (the MEWA 
code) against latest experiments: POMECO-FL and Tutu tests for friction 
laws, POMECO-HT tests for dryout, and PEARL tests for quench; (ii) 
Assessment of the long-term coolability of prototypical debris beds with 
varied characteristics (e.g. height, shape); (iii) studies on quench of 
prototypical debris beds; (iv) effectiveness analysis of mitigation 
measures dedicated to Nordic BWRs in term of debris coolability 
enhancement. 

The comprehensive validations indicate that the MEWA code is a credible 
and computationally-efficient tool to simulate the two-phase thermal 
hydraulics of particulate debris beds under both thermal equilibrium and 
non-thermal equilibrium conditions. Comparisons of the predicted 
results with experimental data showed a satisfactory agreement, and key 
phenomena were reproduced. 

Simulation for the prototypical debris beds of the cylindrical, conical and 
truncated conical shapes showed that the beds’ heights were significantly 
affecting their coolability, and the values of their dryout power density 
were roughly inversely proportional to their heights regardless of shapes. 
Such a relationship was correlated based on the simulation results, which 
can be employed to guide design and operation of relevant experiments. 
The impacts of bed’s shape on coolability can be characterized by three 
factors: multidimensionality and contour surface area of debris bed, as 
well as uniformity of bed’s shape. An increase in uniformity can improve 
coolability, since it promotes uniform distributions of temperature and 
void fraction. 

Simulations for an ex-vessel heap-like debris bed for a reference Nordic 
BWR showed that the quench front propagated in a multi-dimensional 
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manner. It was found that the upper region adjacent to the centerline of 
the bed was subject to a higher risk of remelting. It is also found that the 
oxidation of the residual Zr in the corium had a great impact on 
coolability of the debris bed due to the release of reaction heat and H2. 
Therefore, it is crucial to lower the temperature of the whole bed to avoid 
escalation of oxidation. 

Based on insights from previous studies, several coolability enhancement 
concepts were proposed as mitigation measures, including downcomer, 
bottom injection and CRGT cooling. Simulations demonstrated that all 
the three measures were effective to improve the debris bed coolability. 
An embedded downcomer increases the cooling capacity by inducing an 
extra downward flow of water and providing a preferential exit path for 
steam. Compared with top-flooding, water injection from bottom was 
predicted to be more efficient to quench a debris bed, since the water 
inflow was not hindered by the upward flow of steam and therefore could 
infiltrate the whole bed quickly. The CRGT cooling strategy, applying 
coolant injection to a particulate debris bed in the lower head of PRV, was 
proved to be practically feasible to quench the in-vessel debris bed. 
However, a special attention should be paid to the side effect of Zr 
oxidation, since it may deteriorate the quenching process and lead to an 
uncoolable state as a result of release of considerable heat and H2. 
Therefore, it is essential that the in-vessel debris bed is sufficiently cooled 
to such an extent during its formation that substantial oxidation would 
not occur when the CRGT cooling is applied.  
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Sammanfattning 

Syftet med denna avhandling är att bedöma kylbarhet av en grusbädd 
(”debris bed”) av fragmenterad härdsmälta under ett hypotetiskt svårt 
haveri i Nordiska kokvattenreaktor där strategin för haverihantering kan 
antingen vara att flöda nedre drywell med vatten eller att kyla 
härdsmältan i reaktortankens nedre plenum med hjälp av kylflöde genom 
styrstavarnas drivdon. Med hjälp av koden MEWA har torrkokning 
(”dryout”) av en grusbädd, som bildas till följd av en ångexplosion, 
studerats numeriskt. 

Avhandlingen består av fyra delar: 

(1) Validering av MEWA-koden med hjälp av senaste resultat av: 
a) POMECO-FL och Tutu experimentella undersökningar av 

friktionstryckfallet 
b) POMECO-HT dryout tester 
c) PEARL tester av grusbäddens kylning 

(2) Undersökning av grusbäddens kylbarhet i långtidsperspektiv, 
som funktion av grusbäddens höjd, form, etc. 

(3) Undersökning av kylning av prototypiska grusbäddar 
(4) Effektiviteten av strategier för att förbättra kylbarheten av 

grusbäddar i Nordiska kokvattenreaktorer  

Omfattande validering har visat att MEWA-koden är ett pålitligt och 
beräkningseffektivt verktyg för simulering av termohydrauliska förlopp 
hos två-fasflöde i grusbäddar vid termisk jämvikt och termisk ojämvikt. 
Jämförelse med experimentalla data har visat tillfredställande 
överenstämmelse och att viktigaste fenomen har beaktats. 

Numerisk simulering av prototypiska grusbäddar med cylindrisk, konisk 
och stympad konisk form har visat att grusbäddens form har betydande 
påverkan på grusbäddens kylbarhet, och att effekten vid vilken dryout 
inträffar är omvänt proportionell mot bäddens höjd oavsett dess form. 
Baserad på experimentalla resultat har en korrelation tagits fram som kan 
användas vid utformning och genomförande av relevanta experiment. 

Påverkan av grusbäddens form på kylbarhet kan karakteriseras med hjälp 
av tre faktorer, nämligen: multidimensionalitet, grusbäddens konturyta 
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och likformighet av bäddens form. En ökad likformighet kan förbättra 
bäddens kylbarhet eftersom den leder till likformig fördelning av 
temperaturen och voidhalten i bädden. 

Simuleringar av ex-vessel grusbäddar i en typisk Nordisk 
kokvattenreaktor har visat att kylfrontens propagering genom bädden har 
multi-dimensionell karaktär. Risken för återsmältning är högre i bäddens 
övre region, nära bäddens centrumlinje. Man har också funnit att 
oxidering av Zr har en stor påverkan på bäddens kylbarhet genom 
värmeutveckling och vätgasbildning. Det är därför mycket viktigt att 
sänka hela bäddens temperatur för att undvika eskalering av Zr-oxidation. 

Baserad på insikter från tidigare forskning, har flera metoder för att öka 
grusbäddens kylbarhet föreslagits, som downcomers, tillförsel av vatten 
till bädden underifrån och kylning av grusbädden i reaktortankens nedre 
plenum med hjälp av kylflöde genom styrstavarnas drivdon (”CRGT 
cooling”). Beräkningar har demonstrerat att alla dessa metoder kan 
förbättra kylbarheten. En downcomer ökar kylbarheten genom att den 
dels bidrar till ökat vattenflöde genom bädden och dels ökar ångans flöde 
ut ur bädden. Tillförsel av vatten till bädden underifrån är mer effektiv 
eftersom vattentillförseln inte hindras i detta fall av uppåt strömmande 
ånga och vatten kan snabbt fylla hela bädden.  

Analyserna har visat att det är möjligt att kyla en grusbädd i 
reaktortankens nedre plenum med hjälp av vattenflöde genom 
styrstavarnas drivdon. En faktor som dock måste beaktas här är negativa 
effekter av Zr-oxidation, som kan resultera i försämrat kylningsförlopp 
och inte kylbar bädd på grund av värmetveckling och vätgasbildning vid 
Zr-oxidation. Detta innebär att in-vessel grusbädd bör vara tillräckligt 
kyld under dess bildningsfas för att förhindra omfattande Zr-oxidation 
när kylning via styrstavarnas drivdon initieras. 

 

Sökord 

Svåra haverier; Grusbädd; Kylbarhet; Kylning; Oxidering; MEWA 
program; Kopplad analys. 
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Preface 

This dissertation, as a partial fulfillment of the requirements for doctoral 
degree, is the compilation of the published papers appended in the end 
(Paper I~III), which synthesizes the numerical research works of the 
investigations on the debris bed coolability and mitigative strategies for 
Nordic boiling water reactors (BWRs). 

The works summarized in the dissertation include the following aspects: 

(1) Comprehensive validations of the computational tool (MEWA) 
against various latest experimental studies for both dryout (e.g. 
POMECO-FL, Tutu, POMECO-HT) and quench phenomena (e.g. 
PEARL); 

(2) In-depth investigations on the long-term coolability of 
prototypical debris beds as well as the influential factors (e.g. bed 
height and shape); 

(3) Studies of the quench of debris beds after formation which is the 
prerequisite of the long-term coolability, with a particular 
emphasis laid on the impact of Zr oxidation; 

(4) Proposal and performance evaluations of mitigation strategies 
(e.g. downcomer, bottom injection; CRGT cooling) that may 
potentially enhance the debris bed coolability and thus the 
inherent safety of Nordic BWRs. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Severe accident management of Nordic BWRs 

During the late phase of a severe accident in a light water reactor (LWR), 
the extreme temperature excursion of fuel rods due to insufficient cooling 
will lead to the degradation of fuel assemblies and collapse of internal 
structures. Subsequently the core melt (corium) relocates and 
accumulates in the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). If 
there is residual water existing in the lower head, or emergent water 
injection as a mitigation measure is recovered afterward, the molten 
corium will breakup and form a particulate debris bed, which may pose a 
threat to the integrity of the RPV wall. While the in-vessel melt retention 
(IVMR) strategy through external cooling is adopted by some LWRs’ 
designs to arrest the melt in the vessel, Nordic boiling water reactors 
(BWRs) employ the concept of drywell flooding as a severe accident 
management strategy (SAM). The idea is to fill the deep reactor cavity 
with subcooled water. When the RPV wall is breached, the jet of molten 
corium discharged from the vessel is expected to fragment, quench, and 
eventually form a porous bed after sedimentation. The success of this 
strategy relies on: (1) the energetic steam explosions can be avoided 
during the fuel-coolant interaction (FCI); (2) the ex-vessel debris bed is 
coolable, which is primarily concerned in the present work.  

Compared to the liquid melt pool, the solid debris bed is more permeable 
and thus more favorable for cooling because of its porous nature. 
Therefore, investigations of the coolability of debris beds (in-vessel and 
ex-vessel) are of paramount importance to the stabilization and 
termination of the accident progression. The cooling of debris beds is 
normally considered in the following two stages. First of all, the extremely 
high temperature core melt will rapidly boil off the water immediately 
surrounding the solid particles during the fragmentation and 
sedimentation. As a result, the newly-formed debris bed is hot and dry, 
and thus it needs undergo a complex quenching process by the follow-up 
coolant to further reduce its temperature. Thereafter, the residual decay 
heat inside the debris bed must be continuously removed to maintain the 
temperature at an acceptable low level in the long run; otherwise the 
corium will be heated up again and form a large molten pool, which may 
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seriously threaten the integrity of the RPV wall or containment. 
Specifically, the debris bed status in the latter stage is usually referred to 
as the “long term coolability”. The key physical phenomena pertaining to 
the coolability of debris beds, as well as the retrospective review of the 
establishing research works (experimentally and analytically) will be 
elaborated in the following sections. 

1.2 Long-term coolability of debris beds 

The study of the long-term coolability is intended to answer the question 
that “Whether the coolable state of debris bed is achievable in the long 
run”. A quasi-steady assumption is usually made that initially the debris 
bed is covered by saturated water, and has already been in thermal 
equilibrium with the water (Lindholm et al., 2006; Thakre et al., 2014; 
Takasuo, 2016; Lipinski, 1982; Huang and Ma, 2018a). Particularly, to 
assess the coolability, the dryout heat flux (DHF), i.e. the maximum heat 
flux prior to the incipience of dryout, is widely employed as the limiting 
criterion for heat removal capacity. As a consequence, the accurate 
estimate of DHF is of great interest, and has been extensively investigated 
(both experimentally and analytically). These studies, aiming at exploring 
the flow and heat transfer characteristics during the cooling by 
infiltrating coolant, mainly focus on two aspects: (1) frictional pressure 
drop of two-phase flow through the porous media; (2) prediction of the 
dryout occurrence and the corresponding heat flux. 

For the first aspect (frictional law), Lipinski (1982) extended the Ergun’s 
equation from single-phase flow to two-phase flow by introducing two 
extra parameters: relative permeability and passability. Using this generic 
format of equation proposed by Lipinski, several models in terms of these 
two parameters were reported by other researchers based on their 
experiment investigations (e.g. Reed, 1982; Hu and Theofanous, 1991; 
Schulenberg and Müller, 1987). Tutu (1984) measured the pressure drop 
of air bottom-injection in a water-filled particulate bed with zero net flux 
of liquid phase, and pointed out that the gas-liquid interfacial drag cannot 
be neglected for adiabatic two-phase flow in porous media packed with 
large particles (d ≥ 6 mm). To explicitly consider the influence of the 
interfacial drag, other models have been proposed based on experimental 
(e.g. Schulenberg and Müller, 1987) or analytic studies (e.g. Tung and 
Dhir, 1988; Schmidt, 2004). The detailed mathematic descriptions of the 
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frictional models as well as relevant correlations are presented in Section 
2.1. Furthermore, in light of a debris bed packed with multi-diameter 
irregular-shape particles, the concept of so-called “effective particle 
diameter” for the whole bed is normally adopted for coolability analyses. 
The effective particle diameter is an equivalent diameter for multi-size 
particles, which is determined based on the experimental measurement of 
the single-phase pressure drop such that the prediction of the Ergun’s law 
can fit well if this characteristic diameter is applied (Lindholm, 2006). Li 
and Ma (2011) conducted tests with the POMECO-FL facility to study the 
frictional law of packed beds, and examined various averaging 
approaches to obtain the effective particle diameter for both single-phase 
and two-phase flow. It was also found that with a given effective particle 
diameter, among others the Reed’s model is the best to predict the 
measured pressure drop (Li et al., 2012). 

For the second aspect, various experiments have been carried out to 
investigate the dryout phenomenon. For instance, Hofmann (1984) 
performed tests to study the dryout heat flux for a homogeneous bed 
under both top-fed and bottom-fed conditions, and Hu and Theofanous 
(1991) conducted tests on the Purdue’s Large Scale Corium Bed 
Simulation Facility for cylindrical heated beds and proposed a highly 
accurate method named “constant energy line” (CEL) for measuring 
dryout heat flux. Based on the experimental studies or theoretical analysis, 
empirical correlations and simplified analytical models were also 
developed to predict the DHF for one-dimensional homogenous debris 
beds. For instance, Theofanous and Saito (1981) proposed an empirical 
correlation based on the experimental measurements as: 
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Lipinski (1982) developed a fast and simple zero-D model (only 
containing algebraic equations) based on the balances of mass, 
momentum and energy: 
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are the heat flux values in the laminar limit and turbulent limit, 
respectively. The coefficients n and m are the exponents of Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 
2.6, whose values are provided by different frictional models listed in 
Table 2.1. The dryout heat flux is then obtained by maximizing q in Eq. 
1.2 with respect to the variations in s (saturation). Schrock et al. (1986) 
used a similar approach, except that the following flooding correlation 
proposed by Hu and Theofanous (1991) was employed instead of the force 
balance equation: 

Cjj lg =+ 2/1*2/1* 18.2      (1.5) 

yielding the expression for dryout heat flux as: 
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Literature survey reveals that the earlier studies were primarily 
concerned with one-dimensional homogeneous particulate beds with top-
flooding condition of coolant, under which the DHF is determined by 
counter-current flow limit (CCFL). Nevertheless, in a realistic accident 
scenario, the geometry and configuration of the formed debris bed tend to 
be multi-dimensional and heterogeneous (Karbojian et al., 2009; Ma and 
Dinh, 2010). The most probable shape of a debris bed is heap-like 
(conical) or mound-like (truncated conical) bed, which may favor lateral 
ingression of coolant. Hence, in order to understand the coolability of 
debris beds with such multi-dimensional characteristics, a series of 
experiments were recently conducted on the COOLOCE facility at VTT 
(Takasuo et al., 2011, 2012c, 2016) and the POMECO-HT facility at KTH 
(Thakre et al., 2014) to investigate the dryout phenomena of conical beds 
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and stratified beds, respectively, where multi-dimensional flow of coolant 
was induced and found to increase heat removal capacity (coolability 
enhancement). A downcomer was also employed in the POMECO-HT to 
enable bottom-flooding of the particulate beds, which also enhances 
coolability by introducing extra circulation of flow which breaks the CCFL. 

1.3 Quench of the debris bed 

In contrast to the long-term coolability analysis, the quenching process is 
characterized by the localized thermal non-equilibrium between the solid 
particles and fluid. As confirmed in the observations of the DEFOR-E 
experiment (Karbojian et al., 2009), the temperature of the debris bed 
resulted from the melt coolant interaction still remained higher than the 
saturation temperature of surrounding water for more than 100 seconds 
after settling down, which is far behind the melt-coolant-interaction time 
of 10 seconds. In a realistic situation, such “dry zone” in a debris bed 
which is hardly accessible by coolant is subject to a high risk of remelting, 
as it continues to be heated up by the decay heat. Therefore, the 
successful quench of a hot debris bed is critical since it is the prerequisite 
for achieving the long-term coolability. 

The challenges of the quench are mainly attributed to the large 
temperature difference between solid particles and fluid (steam and 
water), and the intricate flow patterns and heat transfer mechanisms, 
thus making it difficult for experimental measurement and modeling. 
Several experiments have been carried out to study the quench of initially 
hot and dry debris beds by flooding from either top or bottom. Tutu et al. 
(1984) quenched the debris bed by the saturated water injected from the 
bottom with constant flow rates. The measurement results revealed that 
the quench front propagated in a one-dimensional frontal manner at an 
approximately constant speed for small liquid supply rate. It also 
demonstrated the necessity of developing a more reliable model to predict 
the solid-fluid heat transfer coefficient. While the quench of a 
homogeneous bed from bottom usually proceeds with a uniform one-
dimensional front, the flooding from the top is more complex, 
characterized by a multi-dimensional progression. Ginsberg et al. (1986) 
found that the top-quenching was a two-stage process, which consisted of 
an initial downward penetration followed by an upward filling process 
after the downward flow reaches the bottom. The top-quenching tests for 
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a debris bed in a crucible conducted on the DEBRIS facility (Schäfer et al., 
2006a; Leininger et al., 2014) also showed a similar trend. Furthermore, 
it was also observed that the water preferentially penetrated along the 
crucible wall during the downwards stage, which can be attributed to the 
lower temperature and higher porosity (wall effect) in this peripheral 
region. This is also confirmed by Tung and Dhir (1987), who performed a 
series of tests using both vertically and radially stratified porous beds to 
simulate more prototypical conditions. In contrast, Cho and Bova (1982) 
reported an opposite observation, i.e. the injecting water flew faster in the 
middle part of debris bed during top-flooding process. One of the recent 
quenching experiments was carried out on the PRELUDE facility 
constructed by IRSN, which is the preliminary small test facility of the 
experimental program PEARL (Repetto et al., 2013). 

A few analytic models have been proposed based on the experimental 
observations and simplified assumptions (Tutu et al., 1984; Tung and 
Dhir, 1987; Petit et al., 1999; Chikhi and Fichot, 2017). Since these 
models are only one-dimensional, their applicability is quite limited when 
confronted with the complexity of the quenching process. Some 
computational codes have been developed with the capability of 
simulating the thermal-hydraulics of debris bed during transient 
quenching process, e.g. ICARE/CATHARE (Fichot et al., 2006), MEWA 
(previously named WABE, Bürger et al., 2006), MC3D (Raverdy et al., 
2017), SCDAP/RELAP5 (Siefken et al., 1999). Corresponding validation 
works of these simulation tools have also been comprehensively 
performed against the measurements of quenching experiments 
performed under various conditions (Raverdy et al., 2017; Bürger et al., 
2006; Rahman, 2013; Schäfer et al., 2006a; Starflinger, J., 2015; Chikhi, 
et al., 2017). In general, the agreements between the predicted and 
experimental results are satisfactory, but it is also noted that the 
simulation of the upward propagation of quench front under top-flooding 
condition is usually faster than the experimental measurement. 

In particular, the oxidation of metallic composition (e.g. Zr and steel) is of 
great concern in the quenching process, especially for the Nordic BWR 
regarding its large inventory of Zr and steel in the core. This is primarily 
due to the considerable release of heat and combustible gas (H2) in this 
reaction, which is bound to have a significant impact on the quenching 
behavior. It is generally recognized that such reaction is initiated when 
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the corium temperature exceeds around 1100K, and can be substantially 
intensified and expedited by the increasing temperature as a result of the 
positive temperature feedback (Fichot et al., 2006; Huang and Ma, 
2018b). 

1.4 State of the arts and ongoing projects at KTH 

Aiming at narrowing the knowledge gap and reducing uncertainties of 
predictions, so far considerable efforts are still being devoted to the areas 
of: (1) development or improvement of numerical models and 
computational tools; (2) experimental exploration of key physical 
phenomena which is still unclear yet; (3) conceptual design and study of 
novel mitigative strategies. 

For the first aspect, as mentioned before, due to the heterogeneous bed 
configuration, multi-dimensional cooling features and complex 
phenomena encountered in the realistic scenario, the early semi-
empirical 1-D models are insufficient and incapable of capturing the main 
physical features and yielding a satisfactory prediction. As a result, the 
development of versatile and credible computer codes is imperative in 
order to cope with the wide-spectrum phenomena and perform an 
integral simulation. To this end, several computational codes have been 
developed, and are still being updated by means of: 

• using more sophisticated mechanic models or more effective 
solvers/algorithms;  

• incorporating newly-developed models; 
• coupling with other codes to extend its applicability; 
• performing comprehensive validations to increase its credibility.  

For instance, the in-house DECOSIM code is under development at KTH 
(Yakush and Kudinov, 2011, 2014), which is intended to be implemented 
in the ROAMM+ framework to perform sensitivity and uncertainty 
analysis (Yakush et al., 2013). Another example is the COCOMO code 
(upgraded version of MEWA, Bürger et al., 2006) for which the remelting 
model is being developed and benchmarked against the LIVE L8A 
experiment. Moreover, the development of delicate CFD-type code 
PORFLO (Takasuo et al., 2012a, 2012b) is underway at VTT in parallel 
with the development of the FLUENT-based solver, and preliminary 3D 
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simulations have already been carried out. A bug in the original 
SAMPSON code is identified; after the modifications on the model for 
heat transfer between melt pool and RPV wall, a good agreement against 
the LIVE-L4 test was obtained (Wei et al., 2017). The development of a 
fast-running surrogate model for coolability map is ongoing at KTH. 

On the other hand, several experimental studies on the coolability-related 
phenomena are also actively proceeding at KTH, as summarized in Table 
1.1. 

Table 1.1  Ongoing coolability-related experimental projects at KTH. 

Facility Scope 
POMECO-Q quench and post-dryout heat transfer of debris bed
REMCOD filtration of remelting corium into porous solid bed
PDS particulate debris spreading affected by turbulence 

liquid flow in the water pool 
 

During the past two decades, being aware that severe accident can be 
stabilized and terminated only through the coolability of the melt or 
particulate debris, increasing attentions were drawn to the development 
of novel mitigation measures for next-generation NPPs (Sehgal, 2006). 
Among others, one prevailing concept is IVMR through external cooling 
which has been implemented in, for example, the Loviisa VVER-440 and 
the advanced AP1000 designs. Apart from that, the possibility of utilizing 
CRGT penetrations to cool the in-vessel debris is also under investigation 
at KTH (Martin, 2013; Sehgal and Bechta, 2016). In parallel, the concept 
of ex-vessel melt retention strategy (EVMR) is also receiving great 
interest, which is achieved by collecting and flooding the discharged core 
melt in the reactor cavity. Examples of applications include the French 
EPR that employs a large compartment for melt spreading and cooling 
(Fischer, 2004), and the Russian VVER-1000 equipped with a crucible-
like core catcher beneath the RPV (Svetlov et al., 2003); whereas the 
Nordic BWRs’ version is to fill the reactor pit with a deep pool. An 
alternative implementation of the EVMR concept, as presented in this 
thesis, is achieved by embedding a downcomer (bypass channel). 
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1.5 Objectives and tasks 

A coolable debris bed is critical to the success of the SAM of Nordic BWRs. 
Though numerous studies (both experimentally and analytically) have 
been carried out, certain deficiencies and open questions still remain and 
are identified as follow: 

• While the 1-D homogeneous debris beds under the top-flooding 
condition were extensively investigated in previous studies, the 
multi-dimensional geometry (e.g. heap-like shape) and 
heterogeneous configuration (e.g. stratified distribution) have 
received relatively scant attention. 

• Few analysis has been carried out to assess the coolability of the 
debris bed of prototypical features, in both the quench and long-
term stages; 

• Studies of the impact of Zr oxidation on the quenching 
progression were inadequate; 

• Validation of the MEWA code against an experiment of PEARL’s 
large scale hasn’t been performed yet. 

• Mitigation measures specific to Nordic BWRs were less 
concerned, and the corresponding evaluations of effectiveness 
were insufficient.  

Consequently, in recognition of the great importance of cooling the 
particulate debris, this thesis is aimed at deepening the understanding of 
the debris bed coolability, and exploring prospective mitigative strategies 
for Nordic BWRs. To achieve this goal, specific tasks to be accomplished 
in this thesis include: 

• Task 1: comprehensive validations of the computational tool 
(MEWA) against latest experimental studies for both dryout (e.g. 
POMECO-FL, Tutu, POMECO-HT) and quench phenomena (e.g. 
PEARL) (addressed in chapter 3 and chapter 4); 

• Task 2: In-depth investigations on the long-term coolability of 
prototypical debris beds as well as the influential factors (e.g. bed 
height and shape) (addressed in chapter 3); 

• Task 3: Studies of the quench of debris beds after formation 
which is the prerequisite of the long-term coolability, with a 
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particular emphasis laid on the impact of Zr oxidation (addressed 
in chapter 4); 

• Task 4: Proposal and performance evaluations of mitigation 
strategies (e.g. downcomer, bottom injection; CRGT cooling) that 
may potentially enhance the debris bed coolability and thus the 
inherent safety of Nordic BWRs (addressed in chapter 5). 
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2 Physical models 

The computational tool employed in this work is the MEWA code 
developed by University of Stuttgart (Bürger et al., 2006). This code 
models thermal-hydraulics of debris beds under the boil-off condition in 
either cylindrical or Cartesian coordinate based on a quasi-continuum 
approach. Three phases (solid particles, liquid coolant and gas) are 
modeled separately, with the consideration of the non-equilibrium 
interactions between all phases. The solid matrix is assumed to be a fixed, 
while the pool region is approximately treated as a high-permeability 
porous medium (high porosity and large particle diameter). It solves 
basic two-phase conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy. 

In this chapter, the key physical models implemented in the MEWA code 
will be presented. Meanwhile, these models are also the cornerstone of 
many other similar lumped codes that deals with the coolability of 
particulate debris, though several assumptions are made for the sake of 
simplification and fast running.  

2.1 Frictional law of flow through porous media 

The friction inflicted by solid particles significantly affects the 
hydrodynamic behaviors of fluid (accessibility of liquid and escapes of 
steam) and thus the coolability of the debris bed. For a single-phase fluid 
flow through packed granular column, Ergun (1952) mentioned that four 
influential factors, concerning fluid and solid particles respectively, 
should be considered, i.e. (1) fluid flowrate, (2) fluid properties (viscosity 
and density), (3) packing style (void volume and orientation), and (4) 
particles characteristics (size and shape). The Ergun’s equation for the 
pressure drop combined the Blake-Kozeny equation (Blake, 1922; Kozeny, 
1927) for laminar flow and the Burke-Plummer equation (Burke and 
Plummer, 1928) for turbulent flow to obtain a general form: 
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where the permeability K and passability η are correlated based on 640 
experimental measurements for a variety of fluids and granular sands as 
follow: 
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The first term of Eq. 2.1 proportional to the velocity represents the 
viscous energy loss, which is predominant at a low Reynolds number; 
whereas the second term represents the kinetic energy loss that becomes 
pronounced at a high Reynolds number.  

Lipinski (1982) extended the Ergun’s equation (Eq. 2.1) to two-phase 
scenario by introducing the concepts of relative permeability Kr and 
passability ηr, giving the volumetric frictional drag between fluid and 
solid as follow: 
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in which the relative permeability and passability for liquid and gas 
phases are expressed as functions of the void fraction, as suggested by 
Hofmann and Schulenberg (1983): 
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Based on the common form above, several researches (Lipinski, 1982; 
Reed, 1982; Hu and Theofanous, 1991; Schulenberg and Müller, 1987) 
correlated their own experiment data and yielded different values of the 
empirical constants n and m in Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6, as summarized in 
Table 2.1 by Li et al. (2017). Among these Lipinski-like models (first three 
in Table 2.1), the values of the power of the relative permeability Kr 
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(constant n in Eq. 2.5 are identical; the main difference lies in the 
consideration of the weight of kinetic energy loss which is prevailing in 
case of the turbulent flow, indicated by the constant m in Eq. 2.6. In 
addition, the capillary force, defined as the pressure difference between 
the liquid and gas phase ( = − ), is also explicitly taken into 

account for a shallow bed in Lipinski’s model, as suggested by Shires and 
Stevens (1980) who reported that the capillary force can considerably 
increases the dryout flux by pulling water downwards into the bed along 
with gravity. For a very deep bed however, such impact is reduced and 
thus can be neglected. The gas-liquid interfacial drag within fluid is also 
absent in the Lipinski-like models. In contrast, some other researchers 
highlighted the importance and necessity of considering the interaction 
between the liquid and gas phase. This is supported by the observation of 
Tutu’s experiment (Tutu, 1984), where air flow was supplied at a low 
Reynolds number from bottom through a liquid-filled porous bed of high 
permeability ( ≥ 10 ). The impact of the interphase interaction was 
identified in this experiment by the still-existing pressure gradient at 
steady state in the given circumstance of zero net liquid flux. To account 
for such effect in the analysis, Schulenberg and Müller (1986) proposed 
that the interfacial drag is a function of four relevant forces (i.e. buoyancy, 
viscous force, inertia and capillary force), and correlated an expression 
based on their experimental data: 
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where the relative superficial velocity is given as: 
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Tung and Dhir (1988) looked into this issue in a different way, with a 
more sophisticated consideration of flow patterns of fluid that categorized 
into three distinct regimes, namely bubbly flow, slug flow and annular 
flow, according to the visual observations in the experiment reported by 
Chu et al. (1983). In this model, flow regimes are simply judged based on 
the void fraction. It should be noted that such classification of flow 
patterns are obtained with an adiabatic flow of gas-liquid mixture. For 
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each flow regime and its associated transition region, the models for the 
particle-gas drag, particle-liquid drag and liquid-gas interfacial drag were 
developed theoretically based on the analysis of the geometrical 
configuration. If the initial terms (i.e. temporal and spatial derivative of 
velocities) are neglected, the force balances for each phase are given as: 
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The capillary effect is assumed to be negligible in this case since the 
particle size concerned in this model is large, i.e. ∇ = ∇ = ∇ . In that 

case, combining the above two equations by eliminating the pressure 
gradient term yields: 
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from which the void fraction α can be solved analytically if superficial 
velocities of two-phase flow are given. Then the pressure gradient can 
also be obtained from the following expression, which is derived from Eq. 

2.9 and Eq. 2.10 by dropping off the interfacial drag term : 

[ ] pgplgl FFgp
 αααρρα +−++−=∇− )1()1(    (2.12) 

The particle-liquid drag  and particle-gas drag  are given by Eq. 2.3 

and Eq. 2.4 respectively. The relative permeability and passibility are 
evaluated with respect to a specific flow pattern. Particularly in a 
transition region, these two parameters are weighted according to the 
values in its two neighboring flow regimes. To obtain a smooth transition 
(continuous to the first derivative at end points), the weighting function is 
chosen as: 
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The component  representing the interfacial drag in Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 
2.10 is treated in a same way. The general expression form for all flow 
regimes but the pure annular flow is given as: 
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where the bubble diameter Db is evaluated by: 
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The constants Cv and Ct are given on a case-by-case basis depending on 
flow patterns. Specifically for the pure annular flow, an alternative 
expression is used as follow: 
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Although the Tung-Dhir model was able to show a good agreement with 
the Chu et al. (1983) experiment when relatively large particles (d = 19 
mm or 9.9 mm) were used, a large discrepancy was reported that this 
model tended to over-predict the friction for the bed packed with smaller 
size particles (d = 5.8 mm). Schmidt (2004) explained that it was mainly 
because Eq. 2.15 unreasonably overestimated the bubble diameter 
compared to the pores size of small particles. Consequently, in order to 
overcome the intrinsic deficits of Tung-Dhir model and thus extend its 
applicability to small-size particles, some modifications were made 
concerning three aspects: (i) bubble diameter, (ii) flow pattern ranges; (iii) 
interfacial drag in the annular regime. The upper bound of the modified 
bubble diameter is limited by a maximum size derived based on the 
assumption of a cubic packing style of spherical particles: 
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( )pb
m
b DDD )12(   ,min −=     (2.17) 

Concerning the flow pattern ranges, Schmidt (2004) argued that the 
“geometric picture” would substantially differ as the particle diameter 
decreases, in which channel size becomes comparable to pores. As a 
result, bubbles tend to coalescent and annular flow is easier to be 
established. So that in the modified model, a steeper reduction of bubbly 
and slug flow regimes is proposed, leading to a considerable expansion of 
the annular regime. In addition, to account for the rapid reduction of the 
interfacial drag in the annular flow regime as the interphase area 
becomes small, a multiplier (1 − )  is imposed in order to expedite the 
decrease rate when void fraction approaches to one. To further damp the 
interfacial drag, an extra multiplicative factor proportional to square of 
the diameter is applied when particles size is less than 6mm: 
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where Fi is the interfacial drag in the annular flow regime evaluated by Eq. 
2.16. 

Thereafter, a further attempt was made by Rahman (2013), who pointed 
out that some deficits still existed in the Schmidt’s model, especially for 
both top and bottom flooding situations. First of all, unlike the Schmidt’s 
model where a sharp linear decrease of void fraction is used, a smooth 
and gradual reduction was proposed, which was justified by the 
measurements of Haga (2000) and Stürzel (2013). Secondly, the extra 
contribution of liquid layer at the heated particles surface was neglected. 
Last but not least, the interfacial frictions in different flow regimes were 
modified, arguing that the original model had overestimated this term. 
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Table 2.1  Frictional law of two-phase flow through porous media. 

 Parameters 

Model = −     

Lipinski 
(1982) 

6 (1 − )
 

, =  , =  
, =  , =  

0 

Reed (1982) 0 
, =   , =   

, =  , =  
0 

Hu & 
Theofanous 
(1991) 

0 
, =  , =  

, =  , =  
0 

Schulenberg 
& Müller 
(1987) 

0 
, =  , =  

, =  ,= , > 0.30.1 , ≤ 0.3 
Eq. 2.7 

 

2.2 Heat and mass transfer  

Heat transfer is in principle based on a thermal non-equilibrium 
assumption. If one single phase (water or steam) is the dominant 
(continuous) phase, the default model for the convective heat transfer 
between solid particles and the qth phase fluid (water or steam) is given by 
Ranz-Marshell (1952) correlation: 

3121
, PrRe6.02 qqqpNu +=     (2.19) 

where the Reynolds number Req is evaluated using the particles diameter 
as the characteristic length. 

Boiling heat transfer at the surface of solid particles is calculated by 
correlations of film or nucleate boiling, depending on the solid 
temperature. If the solid particles temperature is below the minimum 
film boiling temperature (= + 17.0) , pure nucleate boiling is 
assumed and the Rhosenow (1952) correlation is used: 
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On the other hand, if the solid temperature exceed the maximum nucleate 
boiling temperature (= + 100.0), pure film boiling is assumed 
and the Lienhard correlation is applied: 
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where ∆  is the modified latent heat: 
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with the Jakob number given as: 
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In the transition region, the heat transfer coefficient is obtained by a 
linear interpolation between the nucleate and film boiling coefficient 
according to the solid particle temperature. Further details of the 
constitutive laws and correlations for the heat transfer models can be 
found in Schmidt (2004) and Rahman (2013). 

The phase change rate (evaporation/condensation) is evaluated based on 
the heat balance at the interface of fluid and solid.  

satlsatg

satlsatgsatp
evap ii

QQQ

,,

,,,

−
++

=Γ     (2.24) 

2.3 Oxidation of Zircaloy 

When the corium temperature rises above 1000 K, the oxidation of the 
Zircaloy by the steam becomes important in view of the cooling of the 
debris bed and the accident progression, due to not only the generation of 
heat that contributes to the heat-up of the debris bed, but also the 
production of hydrogen which may cause the risk of combustion, as 
described by: 
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molkJH /547     ,2HZrOO2HZr 222 −=Δ+→+   (2.25) 

The oxidation reaction is limited by the availability of steam and 
controlled by the diffusion process of oxygen through the ZrO2 layer, 
which is approximately governed by a parabolic kinetic law: 

oxiK
t

X =
d

d 2

     (2.26) 

where X is the thickness of ZrO2 layer or the total oxygen mass gain in 
ZrO2 layer, and the kinetic constant Koxi is temperature-dependent which 
is usually given as an Arrhenius formulation:  







−⋅=

RT

B
AKoxi exp     (2.27) 

The values of the empirical parameters A and B in Eq. 2.27 are 
determined from experiments, as summarized in Table 2.2. In the 
relatively low-temperature region (T<1800K), the Cathcart-Pawel 
correlation (Cathcart et al., 1977) or the alternative Leistikow correlation 
(Leistikow et al., 1983) can be used, whereas in the high-temperature 
region (T>1900K), the Prater-Courtright correlation (Prater and 
Courtright, 1987) or Urbanic-Heidrick correlation (Urbanic and Heidrick, 
1978) are available. In the transition medium-temperature range 
(1800K<T<1900K), the linear interpolation is applied. The heat 
generated during this exothermal chemical reaction is added as a source 
term to the energy equations. 

Table 2.2  Empirical correlations for Zr oxidation. 

 Correlations A B
T<1800K Cathcart-Pawel 36.22 167111.4 

Leistikow 0.52418 174278.068 
T>1900K Prater-Coutright 32.95 219822.16 

Urbanic-Heidrick 0.879 138095.54 
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3 Analysis of the long-term coolability 

This chapter is intended to address the question that “whether debris bed 
of reactor scale is coolable in the long run”, with special concerns on: 

• determination of DHF for a prototypical ex-vessel debris bed with 
various possible shapes for a reference Nordic BWR; 

• quantitatively investigations on the effect of the influential factor 
(the bed height) identified in previous experimental studies, and 
the effect of the bed shapes for the sake of generalization. 

Prior to that, the computational tools (MEWA) utilized throughout this 
work was systematically validated against the latest experimental 
outcomes derived at KTH, focusing on the following aspects: 

• flow characteristics, indicated by the frictional pressure drop of 
fluid through porous media (relevant experiments: POMECO-FL 
and Tutu); 

• heat transfer features, represented by DHF of various stratified 
beds (relevant experiments: POMEOC-HT).  

The reason that two experiments (POMECO-FL and Tutu) were chosen 
for validation is that the influence of the interfacial drag is indiscernible 
in POCOME-FL experiment but evident in Tutu’s observations. 

3.1 Validation in respect of pressure drop and DHF 

3.1.1 Overview of the experimental facilities 

The POMECO-FL (Li et al., 2012) is equipped with a Plexiglas pipe 
housing the particulate bed, with internal diameter of 90 mm and height 
of 635 mm. The air-water flow was supplied from the bottom of the test 
section. The particulate bed (porosity=0.37) is packed with spherical 
particles with diameter of 1.5 mm In two-phase flow tests, water was first 
injected at a constant flow (0.13 mm/s or 0.26 mm/s). Then air was 
supplied and the pressure drops were measured when the co-current two-
phase flow was stable. Only the air velocity was varied for each run. All 
tests were operated under atmospheric pressure condition. 
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determining frictional forces between fluids and particles: Fpl in Eg. 2.3 
and Fpg in Eq. 2.4. For instance, the m value of the Lipinski model is less 
than that of the Reed model, leading to a lower frictional force, and vice 
versa for the Hu-Theofanous model. The prediction of the Schulenberg-
Müller model is a little higher than that of the Reed model, while their m 
values are similar. The reason is due to the contribution of non-zero 
interfacial drag Fi in the Schulenberg-Müller model, which also tends to 
increase void fraction in order to maintain the liquid-gas pressure 
equilibrium, by pushing water out of the bed. This is why the inclusion 
the interfacial drag in the frictional law may predict a reduction in 
coolability for a 1-D debris bed (Schäfer et al., 2006b). 

 

1-Tung & Dhir (1988); 2-Schmidt (2004); 3-Hu & Theofanous (1991); 
4- Schulenberg & Müller (1987); 5-Reed (1982); 6-Lipinski (1982) 

 

Fig. 3.2  Pressure gradient of two-phase flow through particulate bed (d = 1.5mm, 
ε = 0.37) with fixed water velocity (jl = 0.13 mm/s). 

 

3.1.3 Validation against Tutu experiment 

As mentioned above, two-phase flow in the POMECO-FL experiment is 
co-current, but countercurrent flow was established in the Tutu (1984) 
experiment, resulting in a zero net flowrate at steady state. As a result, for 
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those models which neglect the interfacial drag (e.g., Lipinski, Reed, and 
Hu-Theofanous), one can get Fpl = 0 according to Eq. 2.3, yielding the 
normalized pressure gradient −d d⁄ = 1⁄  according to Eq. 2.9. This 
means the pressure gradient is irrelevant to the air velocity, as indicated 
by the dash line in Fig. 3.3. It is contradictory to the experimental 
observation. However, the other models having the interfacial drag term 
(e.g. Schulenberg-Müller and Tung-Dhir) appeared to be able to 
reproduce the experimental trend as shown in Fig. 3.3, i.e., the pressure 
gradient decreases with increasing air velocity before jg < 0.2m/s, 
predicted by both the analytical solutions and MEWA simulations. This is 
why Schmidt (2004), as one of the developers of MEWA, did not 
recommend those models which neglect the interfacial drag term, and 
proposed a modified Tung-Dhir (MTD) model. 

 

Fig. 3.3 Normalized pressure gradient of two-phase flow in particulate bed (d = 
6.35mm) of Tutu experiment (1984): MEWA predictions in triangular markers and 

analytical results in solid lines. 

Nevertheless, it was also found the pressure gradient began to increase 
with increasing air velocity after its exceeding 0.2m/s, the impact of 
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interfacial drag can be safely neglected when the air velocity is sufficiently 
large (jg > 1.3m/s) under the Tutu experiment condition. As shown in Fig. 
3.3, the Schulenberg-Müller model and Schmidt model (modified based 
on the Tung-Dhir model) are able to follow this tendency, while the Tung-
Dhir model fails to reproduce. Some earlier discussions about selection of 
frictional models can be found in Bürger et al. (2006), and no universal 
principle for selecting of frictional models was made available. This is 
mainly due to the complexity of the problem and the limitations of the 
frictional models (correlations) which were developed from specific 
experiments and approaches. For instance, the models of Lipinski, Reed 
and Hu-Theofanous were obtained from dryout experiments, while Tutu 
and POMECO-FL were corresponding to countercurrent and co-current 
adiabatic flows of air and water. For the multi-dimensional flow condition 
which is the interest of the present study, we believe co-current flow is 
dominant over countercurrent flow, and more importantly the MEWA 
code should be validated by dryout experiments since coolability analysis 
is its ultimate goal. 

3.1.4 Validation against POMECO-HT experiment 

The comparisons of the experimental data without the downcomer and 
MEWA predictions are shown in Fig. 3.4, where the numbers above the 
markers indicate the relative errors. Dryout power density (instead of 
DHF), which is the heating power divided by the bed’s volume, was 
employed in this figure since it is more suitable to describe a multi-
dimensional configuration. The DHF in respect to cross-section area is 
preferred in the coolability analysis of a 1-D bed since its cross-section 
area is constant, and it equals to the dryout power density times the 1-D 
bed’s height. Since the power inputs to the particulate beds were 
increased stepwise in both experiment and simulation, uncertainty ranges 
of the dryout power density due to the last power increment were also 
plotted.  Generally speaking, satisfactory predictions of the dryout 
conditions were obtained by the MEWA code simulation, when the Reed 
model was employed for the frictional terms in the momentum equations. 
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Fig. 3.4  Comparison of experimental data with MEWA predictions for stratified 

particulate beds. 

 

The dryout condition of Bed-2 (homogeneous bed) is shown in Fig. 3.5, 
where the bed was flooded from the top and vapor was generated in the 
bed and flowing up, forming a countercurrent flow. As a result, the dryout 
occurs near the bottom of the bed where the coolant can reach only after 
penetrating the whole bed, and therefore the dryout heat flux is 
determined by the CCFL. The predicted DHF of Bed-2 (d = 3 mm) is 
roughly 2.2 times higher than Bed-1 (d = 1.5 mm), which can be expected 
since the particle diameter and the porosity of Bed-2 are larger, leading to 
a significant reduction in frictional resistance (Ma et al., 2010). 
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(a) particle temperature and liquid velocity  (b) void fraction and vapor velocity 

Fig. 3.5  Dryout condition of homogenous bed (Bed-2, d = 3mm). 
 

Fig. 3.6 show the comparisons of experimental values with MEWA 
predictions of DHF for Bed-1 and Bed-2 (1-D homogeneous bed), 
respectively. The analytical solutions for the 1-D homogeneous beds were 
also plotted for comparison. It can be seen that the Theofanous & Saito 
correlation as Eq. 1.1 gave the best prediction for Bed-1, but did not do the 
same for Bed-2. Compared with other analytical solutions (Schrock et al., 
Lipinski, Reed and Hu & Theofanous), the predictions of MEWA code 
with Reed frictional option appear acceptable for both Bed-1 and Bed-2 
(1-D particulate beds). 

 
(a) Bed-1 (d = 1.5mm) (b) Bed-2 (d = 3mm)

Fig. 3.6  Comparisons of experimental dryout heat fluxes of Bed-1 and Bed-2 with 
MEWA predictions and analytical solutions: a - Theofanous & Saito (1981); b - 
Schrock (1986); c1 - Lipinski (1982); c2 - Reed (1982); c3 - Hu & Theofanous 

(1991). 
Fig. 3.7 shows the particle temperature and vapor velocity of Bed-3 
(radially-stratified particulate bed). It was found the DHF of Bed-3 in 
both experiment and MEWA simulation was comparable with that of 
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Bed-2 packed with 3 mm spheres, and much higher than that of Bed-1 
with 1.5 mm spheres, which implies that the DHF of Bed-3 was 
dominated by the side column packed with larger size particles. This is 
because the side column provides preferential escape path for the vapor 
generated in the middle part due to the relatively smaller frictional 
resistance (see Fig. 3.7b), resulting in more ingression of coolant from the 
top (Fig. 3.7a). Besides, the predicted location of dryout was in the upper 
part of the region with larger size particles, which also coincides with the 
observation of the experiment.  

(a) particle temperature and liquid velocity  (b) void fraction and vapor velocity 

Fig. 3.7  Dryout condition of radially stratified bed (Bed-3). 
 

Fig. 3.8 shows the dryout condition of Bed-4 (triangular particulate bed), 
from which it can be seen that the dryout occurred in the inner and upper 
part of the triangular bed. The experiment also demonstrated that the 
dryout power density was much larger (69%) than a homogeneous bed 
with same volume, particle size and porosity as the triangular bed 
(Thakre et al., 2014). The reason is that the multi-dimensional packing 
fashion of Bed-4 promotes the ingression of coolant from the sides and 
the bottom in addition to the top-flooding, so that the limitation of 
counter-current flow is removed. 
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Fig. 3.8  Particle temperature and liquid velocity of triangular bed (Bed-4). 

As shown in Fig. 3.8, the dryout condition of Bed-5 (horizontally 
stratified) was similar to the homogeneous bed. In contrast to the radially 
stratified bed (Bed-3) whose DHF was dominated by the region with 
larger size spheres, the DHF of Bed-5 was much closer to that of the 
homogeneous bed with smaller size particles (Bed-2). The reason is that 
the coolant ingression was from the top, while the region with larger size 
(3mm) particles was located beneath the region with smaller size (1.5mm) 
particles, which can’t provide additional escape path for vapor to avoid 
the CCFL.  

 
Fig. 3.9  Particle temperature and liquid velocity of horizontally stratified bed 

(Bed-5). 

Fig. 3.10 shows the dryout condition of Bed-6 featuring multidimensional 
stratification. The location of dryout was predicted in zone4, the upper 
left region where particles with diameter of both 3 mm and 1.5 mm are 
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mixed, which is consistent with the experiment observation. It is found 
that zone1~3 are accessible for coolant either from top or from side, while 
upward vapor accumulated in zone4 will prevent the ingression of coolant 
from top.  

(a) particle temperature and liquid velocity  (b) void fraction and vapor velocity 

 
Fig. 3.10  Dryout condition of multi-stratified bed (Bed-6). 

 

3.1.5 Summary of validation  
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the dryout power values and locations were well reproduced by the 
MEWA code if the Reed model was selected for frictional terms. For the 
homogenous bed with downcomer, the dryout power was predicted better 
by Schulenberg-Müller model than Reed model, but one has to keep in 
mind that the wall friction of the downcomer was not considered in the 
MEWA simulation. If it was taken into account, the under-estimate of the 
frictions by the Reed model could be traded off. Hence, in the following 
coolability analysis for reactor cases, the Reed model was chosen for the 
frictional laws. 
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3.2.2 Effect of bed’s height 

A heap-like debris bed is likely to form when a single melt jet is ejected 
into a deep water pool in the reactor cavity (Karbojian et al., 2009), which 
is why a conical debris bed was assumed in the above investigation. The 
base of the conical bed was partially occupying the floor of the cavity, due 
to the consideration of free packing of particles from a single source. 
However, other parallel studies at KTH indicated that the base may be 
much extended because of two mechanisms: (a) large-scale natural 
convection induced by melt jet fragmentation and boiling will effectively 
promote the lateral spreading of particles during settling process (Yakush 
et al., 2009; Konovalenko, 2016); (b) vapor flow through the bed can 
further change the initial bed shape after settlement, i.e., the self-leveling 
phenomenon (Hesson et al., 1971; Alvarez et al., 1982), which was also 
demonstrated by Basso et al. (2016a, 2016b) recently at KTH. 

Hence, one can expect the base of the conical debris bed may spread 
further across the floor of the cavity, and consequently reducing the 
height (and inclination angle) of the debris bed. In order to consider such 
possibility, two additional conical beds (Bed-B and Bed-C) with 
inclination angles different from the bed in Section 3.2.1 (Bed-A) were 
conceived and simulated (see Fig. 3.13). A particular case of a cylindrical 
bed (Bed-D) which occupies the whole cavity floor against the wall was 
also analyzed, representing the fully spreading condition. 
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2016). Nevertheless, the gain of coolability due to lowering of bed’s height 
is still pronounced. 

Table 3.2  Dryout power density of conical debris beds under various spreading 
conditions. 

Bed 
No. 

Geometric dimension Dryout power 

density crq ′′′  
Hqcr ×′′′  

Height 
(m) 

Radius 
(m) 

Inclination angle 
(deg) 

(W/kg) (W·m/kg) 

A 3.00 3.0 45.0o 69.5 208.5 
B 2.20 3.5 32.2o 93.2 205.4 
C 1.69 4.0 22.9o 121.5 205.0 
D* 0.44 4.5 0o 355.4 158.0 
E** 1.55 4.2 20.4o 132.8 205.8 

*   D is the cylindrical bed covering the whole cavity floor against the wall; 
** E is the bed with the critical height corresponding to the prescribed decay heat (132 W/kg) 
of a Nordic BWR. 

 

3.2.3 Effect of bed’s shape 

To further investigate the effect of bed’s geometry, the cylindrical debris 
bed and the truncated conical bed were varied similar to the conical 
debris bed as in Section 3.2.2. Given the same volume (28 m3) of debris 
particles, each shape of debris bed’s height was increased from 0.4 m to 
3.0 m, and corresponding base radius was evaluated accordingly. For the 
truncated conical bed, the base radius was assumed to be 3 times larger 
than the top radius in order to fully determine its dimensions. The dryout 
power densities for the resulting debris beds were plotted in Fig. 3.14, in 
which the data of the conical beds in Table 3.2 were also included. It can 
be observed that the dryout power densities for the debris beds with 
different shapes are very close if their heights are the same. This means 
that the dependence of dryout power density on bed’s shape is much less 
than on its height. In other words, the coolability of a debris bed is 
significantly influenced by the bed’s height but insensitive to the bed’s 
shape. Since the data points in Fig. 3.14 were concentrated, the dryout 
power density can be fitted by a curve as in Fig. 3.14 and a correlation as 
follow: 
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b
H

a
qcr +=′′′      (3.1) 

where a and b are two constants. The coefficient of determination R2 is 
0.994, indicating a good quality of fitting. Eq. 3.1 implies that the dryout 
power density is inversely proportional to the bed’s height, so one can 
conclude that debris spreading is an efficient avenue to improve the 
coolability by lowering bed’s height. Given a bed’s height, Eq. 3.1 can 
provide a quick and rough estimate of dryout power density regardless of 
the bed’s shape. Besides, the expression of Eq. 3.1 can also assist to guide 
the reduction of experimental data. 

The shape of a debris bed affects coolability through following three 
aspects: (1) multidimensionality, which is characterized by providing 
separate flow paths for water ingression and vapor escape; (2) contour 
surface area of the debris bed available for water ingression and vapor 
escape; and (3) uniformity of the bed’s shape, which indicates how evenly 
the thermal load and the vapor are distributed in the bed.  

 

 
Fig. 3.14  Dryout power density for debris beds of various shapes with respect to 

bed height. 

Since the decay heat in a debris bed is removed by evaporation of water, 
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bed and the loss of coolant can be compensated by continuous infiltration 
of water. While the 1-D configuration of debris bed (as Bed-D in Table 5) 
is only cooled by top-flooding which prone to cause counter-current flow 
problem, i.e., upward flow of vapor hinders water ingression, the multi-
dimensional configurations do not have such problem (CCFL), so their 
coolability is improved significantly. This has been widely confirmed by 
experiments such as POMECO-HT (Thakre et al., 2014), and COOLOCE 
(Takasuo et al., 2012c; Takasuo, 2016) which found that the multi-
dimensional flooding may increase the DHF by 47~73% compared to 1-D 
top-flooding case.  

If Bed-D was modified by removing its lateral confinement by the cavity 
wall and making it access to water, the dryout power density was 
predicted by MEWA simulation to increase by about 17%. One can see 
that the benefit of multi-dimensional ingression for the modified Bed-D is 
less evident than the finding in the COOLOCE experiment. The reasons 
may be two folds: (i) the particle size of the modified Bed-D (1.75mm) was 
almost two times larger than that of COOLOCE (0.97 mm), it was well 
known that coolability of a fine particulate bed is more easily enhanced 
than a coarse one; (ii) The extended coverage of the modified Bed-D (9m 
across the whole floor of the cavity) was diminishing the influence of side 
ingress of water on coolability from the periphery to the center. In other 
words, one can expect that the coolability enhancement by multi-
dimensional flooding can be more efficient if the debris bed has smaller 
particles and higher ratio of height/diameter.  

The contour surface area of a debris bed, which is defined as the area of 
the interface between debris bed and water pool, has a direct impact on 
coolant ingress and vapor escape. Fig. 3.15 shows the variation of contour 
surface area versus the height for various debris beds, given a fixed 
volume of debris (28 m3). It can be seen that the coolable surface area 
increases as the height decreases. Interestingly, the difference in contour 
surface area for different shapes is not noticeable until the height is lower 
than about 2 m, but the dryout power densities for various shapes of 
debris beds at the same height are still similar. Therefore, one can 
conclude that the efficacy of the contour surface area depends on the 
surface orientation. The horizontal surface is favorable for vapor escape, 
while the vertical surface is favorable for water ingression to avoid CCFL. 
As for the inclined surface, we can get its “equivalent” horizontal and 
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vertical area portions by projecting it accordingly. Although the conical 
bed has a larger contour surface area than the cylindrical bed when their 
heights are low, the equivalent vertical areas are equal. This indicates that 
the vertical projection of contour surface area is the bottleneck for 
coolability, and can be considered as the “effective” contour surface area 
that really matters, rather than the “total” area.  

 
Fig. 3.15  Coolable surface area vs. height of debris bed at fixed volume (28m3). 

The uniformity is employed to describe the flat extent of a shape. It may 
influence the escape or a localized accumulation of vapor, leading to 
dryout. A flatter shape of debris bed will have a more even distribution of 
temperature and void fraction, which can effectively reduce the risk of 
dryout. Here the uniformity was defined as follow: 

maxH

H equiv=λ      (3.2) 

where Hmax is the height of the highest point of current shape, and Hequiv 
is the height of the equivalent cylinder of the same volume and base 
radius. Note that ≤ 1, and getting closer to 1 when a better shape forms. 
The values or the formula of λ for the three shapes of debris beds 
considered in the present study are listed in Table 3.3, from which we can 
derive that λcone < λtruncated < λcylinder. 
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The uniformity can be related to the dryout power density by inserting the 
fitting function Eq. 3.1 into the definition Eq. 3.2, yielding: 

( ) bbqq equivcr +−′′′=′′′ λ     (3.3) 

where equivq ′′′  is the dryout power density for the equivalent cylinder when 

fully flooded in water pool. Since the value of the coefficient b is small, the 
above expression can be further simplified as: 

equivcr qq ′′′=′′′ λ      (3.4) 

Table 3.3  Values or formula of λ for different bed shapes. 

Shape Value or formula
cone λ = 1/3

truncated cone 
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While Eq. 3.1 describes the quantitative influence of debris bed’s height 
on its dryout power density, Eq. 3.4 reveals the fact that it is the increase 
of the “uniformity” that improves the coolability when the bed becomes 
flatter, since it promotes an even distribution of temperature and void 
fraction. An extra benefit of using Eq. 3.4 to predict dryout power density 
is that it is not necessary to know the two coefficients (a and b) in Eq. 3.1 
by conducting a number of experimental tests; instead Eq. 3.4 only 
requires the dryout power density of the equivalent cylindrical bed, and 
the uniformity of the debris bed in question. 
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4 Quench of debris beds 

In this chapter, the attention is diverted to investigations on the quench 
of a prototypical ex-vessel debris bed after its formation, which was rarely 
analyzed before. Before that, the MEWA code was applied to simulating 
the latest PEARL experiments at IRSN, which aims at providing insights 
and data for developing and validating new 2D/3D reflooding models 
(Chikhi and Fichot, 2017; Chikhi, et al., 2017). There are several unique 
features of the PEARL facility that make it more closely resemble the 
prototypical conditions: 

• large bed scale that is the first of this kind to study multi-
dimensional effect (Φ540mm, h=500mm, 500kg stainless steel 
spherical particles); 

• presence of a lateral bypass to simulate non-damaged zones at 
the periphery; 

• high temperature, pressure and power deposition; 
• highly homogeneous inductive heating power distribution. 

Hence, although the MEWA code has already been systematically 
validated by Rahman (2013), Bürger et al. (2006), Schäfer et al. (2006a), 
and Leininger et al. (2014) etc. against different quenching experiments, 
it is still worthwhile to validate this code against the latest PEARL 
experiment considering its special features mentioned above. 

Thereafter the quenching process of a heap-like debris bed of prototypical 
features was analyzed. Special attention was paid to the residual amount 
of Zr in the corium composition, depending upon the extent of oxidation 
in the FCI during the jet fragmentation. Both scenarios with and without 
Zr oxidation in the quenching process were investigated respectively.  

4.1 Validation against PEARL experiment 

The debris bed of the PEARL facility is 500 mm in height and 450 mm in 
diameter, which is packed with 4 mm stainless steel balls and surrounded 
by a 45 mm-thick bypass filled with 8 mm quartz balls. The debris bed is 
supported by a quartz balls layer of 100 mm in height to fit the induction 
coil position. The mean porosity is about 42% in the debris bed and 48% 
in the bypass. Initially the whole test section is dry and at room 
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temperature. Then the debris bed is heated up by the induction system to 
a desired initial temperature (150, 400, 700℃), whereas the bypass is 
heated up by the steam flow supplied from the bottom to the saturation 
temperature (100℃ at atmospheric pressure). The coolant water is 
injected from the bottom at a specific constant velocity (2, 5, or 10 m/h). 
The system pressure can vary from 1bar to 10bar to study the pressure 
effect. 

In this work, three tests (PA1, PA2 and PA5) are selected for validation in 
terms of different initial bed temperatures and injecting water velocities 
(Table 4.1). These tests were all conducted at the atmospheric pressure, 
with the heating power of 150 W/kg imposed only on the debris bed. The 
temperature of the reflooding water is set as 60℃. 

Table 4.1  PEARL test matrix for validation. 

Test No. Initial temperature (℃) Injection velocity (m/h) 
PA1 400 5
PA2 700 5
PA5 400 10
 

Fig. 4.1 shows the comparison of the experimental data with the MEWA 
predictions for the mass flow rate of the generated steam (left column) 
and the quench front progression (right column). The comparison of 
other key parameters during the quenching process, such as the 
reflooding duration, maximum bed temperature, total steam production, 
is listed in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2  Comparison of key parameters during quenching process. 

Test No. Reflooding time      
(s) 

Max. temperature 
(℃) 

Steam production 
(kg) 

 Exp. MEWA Exp. MEWA Exp. MEWA 
PA1 240 218 447 423 30.7 28.6
PA2 490 371 790 712 59 58.7
PA5 185 144 430 410 27.6 25.1
 

Generally, the MEWA simulation results present a good agreement with 
the experimental measurements. The discrepancies mainly relate to the 
duration of quenching and the second peak of steam production observed 
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in some tests (PA2 and PA5). As seen in Fig. 4.1b and Fig. 4.1c, the steam 
generation and water reflooding process in the bed region predicted by 
MEWA is faster than the experimental measurement, which is similar to 
the MC3D simulation results for the PA2 test reported by Raverdy et al. 
(2017). This indicates that the boiling heat transfer coefficient may be 
overestimated by MEWA models, leading to a higher steam generation 
rate in the early stage. Actually the total steam production masses of 
MEWA and experiment at the end of quench are quite close (cf. Table 4.2) 
because of the same initial energy stored in the bed. Thus, the 
overestimation of boiling heat transfer may yield a shorter duration of 
quench. In addition, it appears that the modified Tung-Dhir (MTD) 
model used in the calculation overestimates the interfacial drag and thus 
the infiltration of water accelerated by the upward steam flow. A 
supplementary calculation with Reed model excluding the interfacial drag 
was also carried out for the PA2 test, showing a slower quenching process 
for both the debris bed (MTD: 371 s; Reed: 407 s) and the bypass (MTD: 
50 s; Reed: 64 s), which implies the influence of interfacial drag. 
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(c)

Fig. 4.1  Steam production flow rate (left) and quench front propagation (right) of 
three PEARL tests: (a) PA1 (Tinit = 400℃, Vin = 5m/h); (b) PA2 (Tinit = 700℃, Vin = 

5m/h); (c) PA5 (Tinit = 400℃, Vin = 10m/h).
 

It is also reported by Chikhi et al. (2017) that no obvious top quenching 
was observed in the experiment even though there was water 
accumulated above the top of the bed. However, the quench front plots in 
Fig. 4.1 explicitly show the occurrence of top quenching predicted by 
MEWA, indicated by an earlier quench of the upper region of bed than 
the region beneath. It can also be clearly seen from Fig. 4.2, which 
displays the temperature profile and the liquid infiltration at different 
times for the PA2 test. Specifically, the evolution of axial temperature at 
different elevations along the centerline of bed is plotted in Fig. 4.3, 
where the dashed lines correspond to the region where the top quenching 
has occurred. The region near the top is gradually cooled by the water 
that rapidly penetrates through the bypass and finally accumulates on the 
top. However, prevented by the upward steam flow, little water is able to 
flow further downwards. Hence the depth of the layer quenched from the 
top is quite thin, above the bed height of 469 mm (cf. Fig. 4.3). Since in 
the experiment setup only one thermocouple was placed above this height, 
it was hard to detect the top quench even if it did occur. Consequently it is 
suggested that more thermocouples are needed for further verification in 
future confirmative tests. 

Fig. 4.2 also illustrates that the bypass provides a preferential flow path 
for water penetration and steam escape because it is more permeable due 
to the larger particle size and zero residual power generation. However, 
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Fig. 4.3  Evolution of axial temperature at different elevations along the centerline 
of the bed for PA2 test; the dashed lines correspond to locations in the region 

where the top quenching has occurred. 

 

4.2 Quench of a prototypical ex-vessel debris bed 

After the validation against the PEARL experiment, the MEWA code was 
applied to the investigation on the quenching of an ex-vessel debris bed 
for a reference Nordic BWR. The thermal power is 2100 MW, and the 
diameter of the pedestal (reactor cavity) is 9 m. During a hypothetical 
severe accident, about 180t molten corium is assumed to discharge into 
the reactor cavity as the result of the failure of the reactor vessel wall five 
hours after the occurrence of the accident. Due to fuel coolant 
interactions (FCI), subsequently a heap-like debris bed is expected to 
form on the cavity floor. According to the particle packing theory 
(Schmidt, 2004), the mean porosity is assumed to be 42% with a 
relatively conservative consideration (Ma and Dinh, 2010). The effective 
particle diameter is set as 1.75 mm, measured by the POMECO-FL 
experiment (Li, L.X. et al., 2012) based on the size distribution obtained 
by DEFOR tests (Kudinov et al., 2013). Specifically, the effective particle 
diameter is an equivalent diameter to account for irregularity and multi-
size distribution of particles, which is determined based on the 
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measurement of the pressure drop such that the prediction of the Ergun’s 
law can fit well if this characteristic diameter is adopted. The diameter of 
the debris bed is 8m and the repose angle of the cone is chosen as 27°, 
yielding the bed height of 2m. The decay heat power is estimated to be 
14.5 MW according to the Way-Wigner formula (Way and Wigner, 1948). 
This corresponds a specific power of 109 W/(kgUO2) if we assume that 
the corium has 75% of UO2. Initially the debris bed is dry (filled with 
steam) because the water inside the bed is boiled off due to the high 
temperature, which is assumed to be 1273 K in the calculation. It is also 
assumed that the water in the pool surrounding the debris bed is 
saturated (407 K) corresponding to the ambient pressure of 3bar. The 
boundary condition at the top is set as “open flow” type where the 
ambient pressure is specified and the backflow of water is allowed. The 
MTD model is used as the frictional model in the following calculation. 
Only half of the cone is simulated taking advantage of the axial symmetry. 

Specifically, the highly-energetic metallic melt undergoes a strong 
oxidation process, both in the vessel during the reflooding of the core and 
in the ex-vessel water pool during the discharge and fragmentation. 
Consequently the composition of debris can be varied, depending on the 
extent of the oxidation during its formation. Considering that the 
remaining metallic Zr may be further oxidized during the subsequent 
quenching process, two scenarios are analyzed regarding the residual Zr 
in the corium composition. 

4.2.1 Quench without oxidation 

If the Zircaloy contained in the corium has been completely depleted 
before it arrives at the bottom of the pedestal, no further oxidation will 
take place during the following quenching process. In that case, we can 
assume that the corium of the debris bed consists of 75% UO2 and 25% 
ZrO2 (here we did not consider the other possible metallic component 
such as stainless steel). 

The development of the profiles of the bed temperature and liquid 
fraction, as well as the velocity fields of the liquid and steam were plotted 
in Fig. 4.4. It clearly shows that the propagation of the quenching of a 
heap-like debris bed by top-reflooding features a multi-dimensional 
pattern, which starts with the lateral infiltration of water from the bottom 
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The accumulated amount and production rate of H2 are plotted in Fig. 4.7, 
which shows an obvious peak of H2 generation when the oxidation 
reaction culminates. The Zr oxidation is almost terminated after about 
3000 s because: 

• The major part of the debris bed has been successfully quenched 
and remains at a low temperature. 

• The Zr in the unquenched region (still hot) has almost been 
oxidized.  

In total around 980 kg of Zr is oxidized in the end, yielding about 43 kg of 
H2 and 5880 MJ of energy deposited to the corium, which significantly 
contributes to the heat-up of the debris bed and eventually leads to an 
unquenched condition. 

 

Fig. 4.7  Accumulated mass and production rate of H2. 
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5 Mitigative strategies 

Based on the knowledge on the cooling characteristics during both the 
quench and long-term cooling process obtained in previous sections, 
several conceptual mitigation measures are proposed in this chapter 
aiming at further improving the inherent safety features of Nordic BWRs. 
Such strategies concerned in this thesis include: 

• A downcomer embedded in the middle of a debris bed formed on 
the pedestal of the reactor cavity, with the purpose of improving 
the cooling situations for both the quench and long-term cooling; 

• Forced injection of coolant from the cavity floor to enhance the 
quench of an ex-vessel debris bed; 

• control rod guide tubes (CRGT) cooling strategy to quench the 
debris bed in the lower head of reactor vessel. 

In this chapter, their performances in a hypothetical accident scenario are 
evaluated; the effectiveness is assessed through the comparisons with the 
results obtained in previous sections where the above mitigation 
measures are absent. 

5.1 Downcomer 

5.1.1 Effect on the quench 

In light of the conclusions drawn from the calculation in Section 4.2.2, it 
is necessary to reduce the intensity of the oxidation reaction in order to 
quench the bed. Inspired by the effect of a bypass demonstrated in the 
PEARL experiment (Section 4.1), an alternative approach is therefore 
proposed by adding a downcomer (bypass channel) inside the bed (cf. Fig. 
5.1), with a hope to evacuate the produced steam which may otherwise be 
supplied for oxidation. In addition, an extra downward flow of water may 
also be induced to the region which is originally difficult to access. The 
radius of the bypass analyzed in this section is set as 0.3 m. The other 
conditions are the same as the Section 4.2.2 (referred to as “base case”). 
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rest cases in Table 5.1are all able to achieve a coolable state, either by 
injecting water from the bottom or introducing an extra permeable 
bypass channel, among which the strategy with a partial bottom-flooding 
seems to be the most effective and promising. 

Table 5.1  Comparisons of the oxidation conditions and quenching states for the 
heap-like debris bed (ε = 0.42, d = 1.75mm, 75% UO2+15% ZrO2+10% Zr, 

109W/kg) with/without mitigation strategies. 

 Base case Downcomer Bottom injection (Section 5.2) 
 (Section 4.2.2) (Section 5.1.1) Full bottom Partial bottom 
Mass of oxidized 
Zr (kg) 

981.1 540.8 1.364 0.526 

Mass of released 
H2 (kg) 

43.4 23.9 0.06 0.023 

Heat of oxidation 
(MJ) 

5882.8 3242.8 8.2 3.2 

Final state Non-coolable coolable coolable coolable 
Quench time (s) - 3492 786 319 

 

5.3 CRGT cooling 

5.3.1 Overview 

Whereas the ex-vessel coolability is of particular concern, the integrity of 
PRV wall has received relatively scant attention. But actually, it is worth 
noting that if the vessel wall failure can be avoided or delayed, or the 
mass and temperature of ejected melt can be reduced, the potential risk 
inflicted on the containment is expected to be significantly diminished. 
Therefore, it is also beneficial to cool the in-vessel debris bed and ensure 
the integrity of the PRV wall. 

In this content, as illustrated in Fig. 5.9, a conceptual control rod guide 
tubes (CRGTs) cooling scheme is proposed and two cooling mechanisms 
are considered (Sehgal, 2012; Martin, 2013). Firstly, the CRGT tubes have 
a continuous small water supply (~60 g/s per tube) provided by a battery-
driven pump and an independent water circuit. Thus they can be used to 
remove heat even in the event of SBO accident. Another great advantage 
pertaining to this cooling mechanism is the large surface area available 
for heat transfer, considering the large number of CRGT (In a typical 
Swedish BWR, this number varies from 150 to 200). The second 
mechanism is related to a potential top-quenching capability. Though 
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in the whole domain). If the debris bed is adequately quenched by the 
residual water during its formation and thus its initial temperature is low 
(e.g. <450 K), the oxidation reaction during the subsequent top-cooling 
process can be even completely suppressed, since the corium temperature 
is always maintained below the oxidation cutoff temperature. The whole 
debris bed is rapidly quenched (<300 s) and its temperature is able to 
remain at a low level (corresponding to the coolant saturated 
temperature). Contrarily, higher initial bed temperature (e.g. 923 K) can 
potentially trigger the oxidation of metal component. The temperature 
rises much higher and the quench time is considerably extended due to 
the additional reaction heat. Nevertheless, finally a coolable state is still 
able to arrive after 2000s given the moderately high initial temperature 
(923 K). If debris bed is not sufficiently cooled down during its formation 
and the initial temperature is higher than 1073 K, the quench becomes 
much challenging. It is not only because of the large amount of additional 
reaction heat load that may surpass the cooling capacity of the CRGT, but 
also due to the localized accumulation of H2 that may retard the 
downward penetration of coolant. From Fig. 5.13 it can be clearly seen 
that a significant remelting of Zr has occurred for the case with the initial 
temperature of 1073 K, despite that the bed is finally coolable. As a result, 
it is critical to reduce the bed temperature during its sedimentation and 
formation process for the success of the subsequent CRGT mitigative 
strategy. 
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Fig. 5.13  Evolution of the maximum corium temperature with different initial bed 
temperatures. 

 

The quench process for the case involving top-cooling mechanism with 
the initial bed temperature of 923K is illustrated in Fig. 5.14. It can be 
observed that at first the water from the top preferentially penetrates 
along path near the CRGT outer wall where the temperature is relatively 
lower, and then transversely spreads towards the peripheral zone in the 
same layer. Overall, the quench front propagates downwards roughly in a 
1-D manner. But after the coolant flow along the outer wall of CRGT 
touches the bottom, water starts to accumulate and then flow upwards. 
Consequently the peripheral region near the bottom will be subject to the 
highest risk of remelting. As indicated in Fig. 5.15, most Zr composition is 
also oxidized in this region. In this case during the whole quenching 
process, it is estimated that totally 0.21% of Zr inventory is oxidized, 
leading to the release of 0.28 kJ extra energy and 0.002kg H2.  

To conclude, the success of the CRGT mitigative strategy relies on: 

(1) combination of the heat removal from the tube wall and the top-
cooling mechanism; 

(2) a relatively low bed temperature (<923K) when this strategy is 
applied. 
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6 Summary and outlook 

The debris bed coolability is essential to the success of the SAM of Nordic 
BWRs, which employs drywell flooding to terminate the severe accident 
progression. A retrospective survey of literatures revealed that although 
substantial achievements had been obtained from considerable research 
through both experimental and analytical efforts in the past three decades, 
several deficiencies and open questions in debris bed coolability remain, 
primarily manifested in predictive capabilities of simulation tools, and 
their applications to coolability assessment of debris beds formed during 
reactor accident scenarios. 

With a hope to narrow this knowledge gap, this present study began with 
selection and qualification of a numerical simulation tool which is the 
MEWA code. Comprehensive validation works were carried out through 
MEWA simulations against various experiments for thermal-hydraulics of 
particulate beds. The code was then employed to explore the coolability of 
particulate debris beds during both early (quench) and late (long-term) 
cooling stages. Special attention was paid to the ex-vessel debris beds of 
prototypical scale, which is of great concern in the SAM of Nordic BWRs. 
Finally, based on insights from the simulation results, several conceptual 
mitigation measures were proposed, aiming at further improving the 
inherent safety features of Nordic BWRs. 

The validation work of the simulation tool indicated that in general, the 
MEWA code is a credible and computationally-effective tool to cope with 
the two-phase thermal hydraulics under both boil-off and non-thermal 
equilibrium conditions. Comparisons of the predicted results with 
experimental data overall showed a satisfactory agreement, and key 
phenomena were able to be well reproduced. For instance, the code is 
capable of capturing the influence of interfacial drag on the frictional 
pressure drop as observed in POMECO-FL and Tutu tests if appropriate 
frictional models were applied. Good predictions of DHF can be yielded 
for various stratified debris bed where coolant infiltrates in a multi-
dimensional manner; so can the cases with a downcomer where extra 
bottom injection is induced (POMECO-HT experiment). The propagation 
of quench front measured in PEARL tests in the presence of bypass was 
also well reproduced by MEWA. However, the user should also be 
cautioned that an accurate prediction largely relies on the proper choice 
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of models, whereas at present no universal principle for selecting of 
frictional models was made available due to the complexity of phenomena 
and limited applicability of empirical correlations. 

The MEWA calculations for the prototypical debris beds of the cylindrical, 
conical and truncated conical shapes were then conducted. The results 
showed that the beds’ heights were significantly affecting their coolability, 
and the dryout power density is roughly inversely proportional to the 
height regardless of the shapes. This implies that the debris particles 
spreading during and after their sedimentation may play an important 
role in debris bed coolability, and any other measure that can lower the 
height can potentially be an efficient and practical strategy to enhance 
coolability. A correlation as Eq. 3.1 for dryout power density with respect 
to debris bed’s height was obtained from the present simulation results, 
which can not only provide a quick and rough estimate of the dryout 
power density, but also guide the design and operation of relevant 
experiments. The impacts of bed’s shape on coolability can be 
characterized by three aspects: multidimensionality and contour surface 
area of bed, as well as uniformity of shape. The efficacy of the contour 
surface area depends on the surface’s orientation, and only the vertical 
project area of surface can effectively improve coolability. It was also 
found that the increase in the uniformity of bed’s shape can improve the 
coolability, since it promotes even distributions of temperature and void 
fraction. The dryout power density was correlated to the uniformity of 
debris bed as Eq. 3.4 which is better than Eq. 3.1 because it requires 
constants from experiment. It also can be employed to guide the 
reduction of experimental data. 

The subsequent simulations for an ex-vessel heap-like debris bed for a 
reference Nordic BWR showed that the quench front propagated in a 
multi-dimensional manner. The quench of top-flooding mainly starts 
with a lateral infiltration of water from the side through the bottom of the 
bed, followed by a upward propagation after the major bottom layer has 
been quenched. Consequently, it is identified that the upper region 
adjacent to the centerline of the bed is subject to a higher risk of 
remelting. It is also found that the oxidation of the residual Zr in the 
corium has a great impact on the coolability of the debris bed. Substantial 
amount of heat is generated during this strongly exothermal reaction, 
which in turn accelerates the oxidation as the result of an exponential 
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dependence of reaction rate on temperature. Due to such positive 
temperature feedback, a dramatic rise of temperature can be foreseen 
which may consequently lead to a non-coolable condition, especially in 
the upper central region where the water is difficult to access. Therefore, 
it is crucial to lower the temperature of the whole bed as soon as possible 
before the temperature rises to a significantly high level that can trigger 
the oxidation acceleration. Otherwise, the reflooding cannot provide 
sufficient cooling capacity but only brings an extra supply of steam which 
intensifies the oxidation. Another consequence of the oxidation is the 
production of hydrogen. On one hand, the release of H2 could pose a 
threat to the containment integrity due to pressurization and combustion. 
On the other hand, since the local accumulation of H2 may cause a 
“steam-starvation” condition, it can prevent the Zr from being further 
oxidized, and suppress the rapid increase of temperature, although the 
hydrogen may also limit the cooling capability. 

The conceptual designs of mitigation measures investigated here are as 
follows: (i) a downcomer intended to enhance the coolability of ex-vessel 
debris beds during both quenching and long-term stages; (ii) bottom 
injection of water to favor the quench of ex-vessel bed; and (iii) CRGT 
cooling strategy specific to the debris bed in the lower head of RPV. The 
analysis of CRGT cooling is accomplished by means of MEWA-RELAP5 
coupled calculation. Generally speaking, the simulations demonstrated 
that these countermeasures were effective and promising approaches to 
improve the debris beds coolability by providing extra cooling capacity. 
For example, a downcomer (or bypass channel) embedded in the middle 
of the debris bed not only provides a preferential exit path for steam 
which may otherwise favor the oxidation, but also induces an extra 
downward flow of water to improve the cooling condition of the center of 
the bed. It is also found that the efficiency of the downcomer will be 
varied with its height. The alternative SAM measure with water injection 
from the bed’s bottom is predicted to be more efficient to quench the bed 
and mitigate the oxidation, since the water inflow is not hindered by the 
upward flow of steam and therefore could infiltrate whole bed quickly. 
Given a specific flowrate of bottom injection, the partial coverage of the 
cavity floor with the injection inlet near the center appeared to be more 
effective than the full coverage, as the water is targeted to the originally 
least quenchable region of the bed. The CRGT cooling strategy, dedicated 
to the particulate debris in the lower head of PRV, is also proved to be 
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practically feasible to quench the in-vessel debris bed. However, one 
should also bear in mind the potential risk due to the Zr oxidation, which 
may in turn deteriorate the quenching process and lead to an uncoolable 
state as a result of release of considerable heat and H2.  

As a prospective, following more research topics can be addressed so as to 
further reduce uncertainties in debris bed coolability assessment: 

• Sensitivity and uncertainty studies for key influential factors. 
• Credibility of simulation tools and extrapolation of experimental 

results to reactor applications. 
• Effects of three-dimensional configuration, asymmetric geometry 

and heterogeneous distribution (e.g. particle size, porosity etc.) of 
debris beds. 

• Variation of debris bed’s shape during cooling process, probably 
caused by spreading/self-leveling, fluidization, sedimentation 
during jet fragmentation, etc. 

• Effects of corium compositions and properties on coolability. 
• Remelting of corium and subsequent infiltration if uncoolable. 
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Paper I: Validation and application of the MEWA code to analysis of 
debris bed coolability. 

Appendix B 

Paper II: Numerical investigation on quench of an ex-vessel debris 
bed at prototypical scale. 

Appendix C 

Paper III: On the quench of a debris bed in the lower head of a 
Nordic BWR by coolant injection through control rod guide tubes. 


